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Sparking innovation, learning and creativity

“ The NMC provides K12 decision
makers with an easily digestible,
balanced, global view of existing
edtech best practices, and a
glance into the future of edtech.”

Learn

> Horizon Project Navigator
Keep up to date on all things edtech with Navigator, the
world’s largest database of edtech projects, technology
research and news found anywhere. Navigator feeds the
research in the NMC Horizon Report series and the NMC
Horizon EdTech Weekly App.
> NMC iTunes U Collection
Access the entire library of NMC videos, reports, research,
and related documents in the most comprehensive
online collection of edtech resources available. Access
the Emerging Leaders series, Ideas That Matter, Six Minutes
with…, Five Minutes of Fame®, and keynote videos from
every NMC Summer conference.
> NMC Research Reports and White Papers
Download your picks from a growing catalog of researchbased publications that analyze the landscape of emerging
technologies and new learning approaches. Members read
them first — and have unlimited distribution, duplication,
and even remix rights!
> NMC Horizon Connect Webinars
Learn from industry groundbreakers and keep up-to-date
on the latest ideas and techniques online — whenever
you want, wherever you are.

Engage

> NMC Horizon Project
Participate in key edtech discussions, serve on the Advisory
Board or help curate content for the NMC Horizon Report —
a series with a readership of two million people across 156
countries.
> NMC Summer Conference
Participate in the annual edtech meeting for professional
development, the exchange of new ideas, and keynote
addresses from groundbreaking innovators like Joi Ito
and Kristina Woolsey, and NMC Fellows Award recipients,
which have included Vint Cerf and Lord David Puttnam.
> Campus Leaders Advisory Board
The C-LAB  is the NMC’s select group of campus technology
leaders and champions — and the people the NMC looks to
to chart the goals and priorities for the NMC. Join the C-LAB
and be part of the future!

Learn more at nmc.org
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Share

> NMC Roundtable Webinars
Share your stories and those of fellow members with
a wider audience in the NMC special webinar series
highlighting innovative work across K12 education globally.
> NMC YouTube Channel
Be part of the community contributing to the NMC
YouTube Channel.  Between YouTube and iTunes U, you’ll
join a combined viewership of 200,000!
> NMC Pulse e-Newsletter
Share your success stories in our monthly e-newsletter
viewed by 6,000+ education professionals.

Connect

> NMC Commons
Members have access to the official NMC online community
forum — the ideal spot for timely and rich edtech
discussions, tailored to your specific professional interests.
Access the latest thinking and research, post job openings,
events, find like-minded educators, and much more.
> NMC Social Media
Connect with us on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, iTunes
U, and Slideshare  — we reach 150,000 people and are
growing every day!
> NMC Listserv
Access a community of 6,000 NMC members discussing
and exchanging tips, project ideas, and opportunities.

Have questions? We’d love to hear from you. Contact Nancy Reeves (nancy@nmc.org) for more information.
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